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Analysis of statistical model properties from discrete nuclear
structure data
Richard B. Firestone1,a
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, CA 94720 USA

Abstract. Experimental M1, E1, and E2 photon strengths have been compiled from experimental data in the Evaluated Nuclear Structure Data File (ENSDF) and the Evaluated
Gamma-ray Activation File (EGAF). Over 20,000 Weisskopf reduced transition probabilities were recovered from the ENSDF and EGAF databases. These transition strengths
have been analyzed for their dependence on transition energies, initial and final level energies, spin/parity dependence, and nuclear deformation. ENSDF BE1W values were found
to increase exponentially with energy, possibly consistent with the Axel-Brink hypothesis,
although considerable excess strength observed for transitions between 4-8 MeV. No similar energy dependence was observed in EGAF or ARC data. BM1W average values were
nearly constant at all energies above 1 MeV with substantial excess strength below 1 MeV
and between 4-8 MeV. BE2W values decreased exponentially by a factor of 1000 from 0
to 16 MeV. The distribution of ENSDF transition probabilities for all multipolarities could
be described by a lognormal statistical distribution. BE1W, BM1W, and BE2W strengths
all increased substantially for initial transition level energies between 4-8 MeV possibly
due to dominance of spin-flip and Pygmy resonance transitions at those excitations. Analysis of the average resonance capture data indicated no transition probability dependence
on final level spins or energies between 0-3 MeV. The comparison of favored to unfavored transition probabilities for odd-A or odd-Z targets indicated only partial support
for the expected branching intensity ratios with many unfavored transitions having nearly
the same strength as favored ones. Average resonance capture BE2W transition strengths
generally increased with greater deformation. Analysis of ARC data suggest that there is a
large E2 admixture in M1 transitions with the mixing ratio δ ≈ 1.0. The ENSDF reduced
transition strengths were considerably stronger than those derived from capture gamma
ray data implying that those data are strongly biased by favored, unhindered transitions.

1 Introduction
The statistical model of the nucleus requires models of average level density and spin/parity dependence and the average photon strengths for M1, E1, and E2 transitions. Traditionally level densities
have been described by variations of the constant temperature or backshifted Fermi gas models, and
spin distributions by Bethe’s spin cutoﬀ parameter [9]. No intrinsic model of the parity distribution
is available although the empirical description of Al-Quraishi [10] is sometimes applied. E1 photon
strengths are described by the Axel-Brink model [1, 2] and its variations based on the tail of the Giant
Dipole Resonance. M1 and E2 photon strengths have no adequate model and are often described by
a simple single particle model. They are often ignored as too weak aﬀect statistical model calculations even though at lower level energies in most nuclei there is a significant parity imbalance making
then dominant. A necessary feature of statistical models is the that level and gamma ray properties
vary smoothly with level or transition energy. No consideration is given to nuclear shell eﬀects which
might lead to sharp variations in level density or transition strength.
a
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Much recent discussion of the results of statistical model analysis of experimental data concerns
the observation of nonstatistical fluctuations from the models which may be interpreted as nuclear
structure eﬀects. This analysis is often stymied by the experimental diﬃculty determining whether
their origin stems from the level density or the transition strength which are usually inseparable in the
analysis. Analysis of the transition strengths is further complicated by diﬃculty in directly determining
the relative contributions of M1, E1, and E2 strength. The issue is further complicated by the problem
that diﬀerent experiments on the same nucleus populate diﬀerent compound nucleus spin/parity combinations making their comparison more diﬃcult. It is therefore desirable to study level densities and
transition strengths independently in order to better understand the underlying processes.
In this paper I will discuss the transition probability data for individual gamma ray transitions that
is available from the Evaluated Nuclear Structure Data File (ENSDF) [11] and the Evaluated Gammaray Activation File (EGAF) [12]. These data were measured independently of the level density and can
provide a clearer picture of the gamma-ray strength functions with respect to transition energy, level
excitation, and spin/parity.

2 Photon Strengths
The statistical model E1 photon strength function S XL (Eγ ) for multipolarities XL is assumed to be
independent of spin and parity and defined as
S XL (Eγ ) =

(J)
⟨Γab
⟩a
Eγ2L+1 ⟨D J ⟩

1

(1)

(J)
where ⟨Γab
⟩a is the partial radiation width for a transition a → b averaged over an ensemble of initial
levels a of fixed parity π and spin J. D J is the average level spacing near a. E1 transitions can be
described by Axel-Brink theory[1, 2] as

S E1 (Eγ ) =

2
∑
1
(E1)
(E1)
σγabs (Eγ |σ(E1)
)
0i , E 0i , Γi
3π2 ~2 c2 Eγ i=1

(2)

where i = 1, 2 refers to the two electric Giant Dipole Resonances associated with the dipole vibrations
of a deformed nucleus. The Lorentzian resonance photoabsorption cross section is given by
(E1)
(E1)
σγabs (Eγ |σ(E1)
)=
0i , E 0i , Γi

σ0 Eγ2 Γ 2
(Eγ2 − E02 )2 + (Eγ Γ)2

(3)

and Eγ is the gamma ray energy, σ0 is the maximum cross section, E0 is the energy of the maximum,
and Γ is the damping width. Additional modifications of the Axel-Brink theory have been proposed
by Kopecky and Chrien[3] and Kadmenskij, Markushev, and Furman[4].
The statistical model M1 photon strength is typically defined like the Axel-Brink E1 description
(M1)
(M1)
where the parameters σ(M1)
for i = 1, 2 refer to the magnetic dipole spin-flip and
0i , E 0i , and Γi
scissors vibrations. Similarly for E2 transitions
S E2 (Eγ ) =

2
∑
1
(E2)
(E2)
σγabs (Eγ |σ(E2)
)
0i , E 0i , Γi
5π2 ~2 c2 Eγ3 i=1

(4)

(E2)
(E2)
where the parameters σ(E2)
for i = 1, 2 correspond to the isoscalar and isovector
0i , E 0i , and Γi
quadrupole vibrations of the nucleus. Alternately the E1, M1, and E2 photon strengths can be described
by the single particle approximation in which case the photon strength is constant.
The photon strengths above describe the statistical average transition probabilities. Individual transitions are expected to have a Porter-Thomas distribution[5] of strengths. Experimental transition probabilities are typically compared with their Weisskopf[6] single particle transition half-lives defined
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form electric transitions as
t1/2 (γ)(EL)S P =

ln(2)L[(2L + 1)!!]2 ~ 3L 2 ~c 2L+1
( )( )
3
Eγ
2(L + 1)e2 R2L

(5)

ln(2)L[(2L + 1)!!]2 ~ 3L 2 ~c 2L+1
( )( )
Eγ
80(L + 1)µ2N R2L−2 3

(6)

and for magnetic transitions as
t1/2 (γ)(EL)S P =

where e2 = 1.440 × 10−10 keV cm, µ2N = 1.5922 × 10−38 keV cm3 , and R = 1.2 × 10−13 A1/3 cm. This
simplifies to
t1/2 (γ)(M1)S P =

6.76 × 10−6
2.20 × 10−5
9.52 × 106
s, t1/2 (γ)(E1)S P =
s, t1/2 (γ)(E2)S P =
s
3
3 2/3
Eγ
Eγ A
Eγ5 A4/3

(7)

The reduced single particle Weisskopf values B(EL; ML)W.u. are given by
t1/2 (γ)(EL; ML)S P
.
t1/2 (γ)(EL; ML)exp

B(EL; ML)(W.u.) =

(8)

3 ENSDF Transition Probabilities
Evaluators of the ENSDF file have compiled approximately 3202 BE1W values, 4549 BM1W values
and 8797 BE2W values. Most values are calculated from the level half-lives where for the kth gamma
ray deexciting a level with half-life t1/2 the partial transition half-life t1/2 (γk ) is given by
t1/2 (γk ) = t1/2

n
∑
Iiγ (1 + αi
i=1

Ikγ )

(9)

summed over all gamma rays i = 1, n deexciting a level and correcting for internal converaion αi .
Some values were calculated from Coulomb excitation measurements where
C
e2 bLB(EL) ↓

(10)

C
µ2N bL − 1B(ML) ↓

(11)

t1/2 (γk )EL =
t1/2 (γk ) ML =
and
C=

ln(2)L[(2L + 1)!!]2 ~ ~c 2L+1
( )
.
8π(L + 1)
Eγ

(12)

3.1 Transition Energy Dependence

The ENSDF B(EL; Ml)(W.u.) data have been binned and averaged in intervals of ≥50 keV representing
from a few to over 100 transitions. The average B(EL; Ml)(W.u.) values are then plotted as a function
of transition energy over the entire gamma ray energy range. The energy dependence of the BE1W
values from ENSDF is shown Fig. 1. The BE1W strength increases exponentially with BE1W ≃
0.0007e−0.0002E(γ) with statistically significant additional strength between 4-8 MeV. The overall trend
of BE1W strength with increasing energy is probably consistent with Axel-Brink theory although a
more detail analysis will be necessary to confirm this. The ENSDF BE1W values are distributed in a
log-normal as shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 1. Energy dependence of ENSDF BE1W values. The smooth line is an exponential fit to the BE1W trend as
a function of energy.

Fig. 2. Distribution of ENSDF BE1W values for various mass distributions.
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Fig. 3. Energy dependence of ENSDF BM1W values. The straight line is a linear fit to the BM1W trend as a
function of energy.

The energy dependence of the BM1W values from ENSDF is shown Fig. 3. The BM1W strength is
approximately constant over most of the energy range with BM1W ≈ 1.4. Significant BM1W strength
is seen below 1 MeV and between 4-8 MeV. The ENSDF BM1W values are distributed in a log-normal
as shown in Fig. 4.
The energy dependence of the BE2W values from ENSDF is shown Fig. 5. The BE2W strength
varies dramatically over the energy range and can be fitted by the power series BE2W ∼ 3.15 ×
105 Eγ−1.37 . The ENSDF BE2W values are distributed in a log-normal as shown in Fig. 6.
3.2 ENSDF Level Energy Dependence

The variation of ENSDF BE1W with initial level energy is shown in Fig. 7, variation of ENSDF
BM1W with initial level energy is shown in Fig. 8, and ariation of ENSDF BE2W with initial level
energy is shown in Fig. 9. BM1W strength is sharply peaked from levels at 1-2 MeV and in each
case there are strong resonances observed at 4-8 MeV. These resonances are clear evidence of nuclear
structure eﬀects not included in the statistical model.

4 EGAF Transition Probabilities
The Evaluated Gamma-ray Activation File includes thermal neutron capture gamma ray cross sections
measured with the guided neutron beam at the Budapest Reactor [13]. These measurements were
performed on all stable elemental targets with Z=1,3-60,62-83,90,92. They were internally calibrated
with stoichiometric compounds and mixtures containing the cross sections standards H, N, Cl, S, Na,
Ti, and/or Au. For primary gamma rays the reduced transition probabilities BXLW can be determined,
as discussed above, from the partial primary gamma ray half-lives which can be calculated by
t1/2 (γ) = ln(2)

σ0 ~
σγ ⟨Γγ0 ⟩
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Fig. 4. Distribution of ENSDF BM1W values for various mass distributions.

where the total radiative cross section σ0 and the total gamma ray width ⟨Γγ0 ⟩ can be taken from the
Atlas of Neutron Resonances [7]. It is noted that ⟨Γγ0 ⟩ is nearly constant for all levels of a given spin
for the heavier elements.
Approximately 2000 primary gamma rays were analyzed for this paper. The variation of the BE1W
and BM1W values derived from these data are shown as a function of transition energy in Fig. 10. Both
BE1W and BM1W are constant over much of their energy range with strong resonances observed
between 3-5 MeV. Unlike the ENSDF transition BE1W probability, the expected increase in BE1W
strength with increasing transition energy predicted by Brink-Axel is not observed in these data.
Fig.11 shows the dependence of the EGAF BE1W and BM1W transition probabilities on the neutron binding energy. Significant increased photon strength is observed near an excitation of 6 MeV as
was the case for the ENSDF data. It should be noted that for capture gamma ray data only a limited
number of values of excitation energy can be explored with the few available S N examples. The distribution of EGAF BE1W, BM1W, and BE2W transition probabilities is shown in Fig. 12. The data
can be fit in each case by a log-normal distribution although it is noted that the mean photon strength
is significantly weaker in these data than in the ENSDF data.

5 Average Resonance Capture Transition Probabilities
Numerous measurements of Average Resonance Capture (ARC) primary gamma ray data exist in the
literature. These data span a large number of resonances spanning typically over a 1-2 keV energy
region several keV above the neutron separation energy. Typical measurements at the Brookhaven Reactor were performed at 2- and 24-keV neutron energies. They provide a true measure of the average
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Fig. 5. Energy dependence of ENSDF BM1W values. The straight line is a linear fit to the BM1W trend as a
function of energy.

Table 1. Favored/unfavored ratio for BE1W andBM1W transition probabilities from 2-keV Average Resonance
Capture.
Isotope
106

Pd
156
Gd
162
Dy
164
Dy
168
Er
174
Yb
198
Au

Target
spin
5+
2
3−
2
5+
2
5−
2
7+
2
5−
2
3+
2

Unfavored/Favored
BE1W
0.74
0.55
0.55
1.06
0.51
0.55
0.50

Unfavored/Favored
BM1W
0.74
0.67
0.50
0.89
0.53
1.30

J- 21
BE1W
1.00
0.82
1.26
1.10
0.98
1.21
1.13

J+ 21
BM1W
1.36
0.71
1.12
1.25
1.12
1.08

J- 23
BE1W
0.94
1.19
0.78
1.91
0.78
1.33
0.93

J+ 23
BM1W

0.90
0.98
4.32
0.66

transition probabilities at those excitations. In this paper I have analyzed ≈1750 ARC primary transitions measured in 95 Mo, 106 Pd, 146 Nd, 155,156,157,158,159 Gd, 162,164 Dy, 168 Er, 174 Yb, 198 Au, 233 Th, and
239
U.
As discussed by Bollinger and Thomas [8], odd-N and odd-Z targets epithrmal neutron capture
has favored primary transitions populating levels of the same possible spins of the capture state and
unfavored transitions to to levels 1 ~ higher or lower as described in Fig. 13. This distribution of
gamma ray strengths has been tested here for several cases shown in Table 1. In most instances the
expected favored/unfavored ratios are observed although for 106 Pd and 164 Dy the favored and unfavored
transition strengths are nearly equal. Although it is possible that there is an unequal contribution of
capture state spins although this should not aﬀect the total favored/unfavored ratio. For 174 Yb there
appears to be an enhanced population of 2+ states from the 2+, 3+ parent suggesting an overabundance
of 2+ states in the resonance region.
ARC is an excellent tool to probe the transition probability dependence for primary gamma rays
populating low lying levels. In Fig. 14 we show relative final level BE1W and BM1W transition
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Fig. 6. Distribution of ENSDF BM1W values for various mass distributions.

probabilities from 2- and 24-keV ARC to final levels in 157 Gd, 162 Dy, 168 Er, and 239 U. The transition
probabilities are remarkably constant populating levels below 3 MeV
The variation of ARC BE1W and BM1W strength with neutron separation energy is shown in
Fig. 15. Although the number of cases is small, a significant increase in both transition strengths is
observed near 7-8 MeV, similar to what has been observed in the ENSDF and EGAF data.
ARC BE2W strengths have been plotted as a function of deformation in Fig. 16. Although the
general trend is for BEW2 to increase with deformation as expected anomalously weak BE2W strength
is seen for 156 Gd (β2 = 0.27) and unusually large strength is observed for 159 Gd (β2 = 0.28). It should
be noted that these are ground state deformations and the situation may diﬀer near the capture state.
Throughout these discussions we have treated the M1 transitions as pure dipole transitions. This
is technically incorrect significant E2 admixture is often observed in the ENSDF database. A typical
value for the M1/E2 mixing ratio δ ∼ 0.5 − 1 is generally recommended for ENSDF evaluators when
no measured value exists. In ARC data most E2 primary gamma rays are observed and we can determine the average BE2W strength. Assuming that the average BE2W strength should compete with
BM1W we can apply this correction, as described earlier, and determine the expected mixing ratio.
The mixing ratios calculated in this way for ARC are shown in Table 2. The average mixing ratio
δ = 1.02 determined in this way is significant but consistent with values found in ENSDF.

6 Discussion
A large body of Weisskopf reduced single particle M1, E1, and E2 transition probabilities from the
ENSDF and EGAF databases and ARC reaction data have been compared to investigate their de-
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Fig. 7. Initial Level Energy dependence of ENSDF BE1W values.

Fig. 8. Initial Level Energy dependence of ENSDF BM1W values.
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Fig. 9. Initial Level Energy dependence of ENSDF BE2W values.

Fig. 10. Transition energy dependence of EGAF BE1W and BM1W values.

pendence of transition energy, initial/final level excitation, and deformation. In ENSDF we see very
diﬀerent transition energy dependence in BE1W, BM1W, and BE2W strengths. These diﬀerence are
not apparent in the EGAF and ARC data. It is especially notable that the exponentially increasing
BE1W strength with energy observed in ENSDF that is consistent with expectations of Axel-Brink
theory is not confirmed in the other data. However, it is important to note that average reduced transition strengths in ENSDF are much larger than those observed in EGAF and ARC. This is may be
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Fig. 11. The dependence of EGAF BE1W and BM1W values on the neutron separation energy S N .

Fig. 12. The distribution of EGAF BE1W, BM1W, and BE2W values follows a log-normal distribution (smooth
curves).

partly due to the predominance of fast superdeformed and scissors mode transitions in ENSDF that
skew the average strengths. It is also likely that experimental data is generally dominated by strong,
observable transitions.
ENSDF, EGAF, and ARC data all show significantly enhanced transitions strength in the region
near 4-8 MeV of excitation. This strength is consistent with earlier observations of pygmy and spinflip transitions. The strength appears to rise sharply at certain energies and may cause significant error
in statistical model calculations which don’t take into account these features. It may be especially
troublesome to calculations using parameters that were established at lower excitations.
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Fig. 13. Primary γ-rays from Average Resonance neutron Capture for odd-A,Z target nuclei populate lower lying
levels with the same J π as the capture state, e.g. J=2 or 3, with twice the probability as transitions to levels with
diﬀerent J π , e.g J=1 or 4.

Fig. 14. Primary γ-rays from Average Resonance neutron Capture transition probabilities populating final levels
below 3 MeV.
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Fig. 15. Variation of Average Resonance Capture BM1W and BE1W strengths with neutron separation energy
S N.

Fig. 16. Variation of Average Resonance Capture BM1W and BE1W strengths with ground state deformation.
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Table 2. M1/E2 mixing ratios determined from BE2W strengths in Average Resonance Capture Data.
Isotope
106

Pd
Pd
155
Gd
156
Gd
156
Gd
157
Gd
159
Gd
164
Dy
168
Er
198
Au
233
Th
233
Th
239
U
Average
106

Eres ARC
MeV
1
2
2
1
2
1
2
2
2
2
0
2
2

δ=

E2
M1

1.15
1.50
0.90
0.86
0.84
1.13
1.32
0.72
0.57
1.11
1.18
1.02
0.89
1.02

From a shell model perspective the origin of increased transition strength at higher excitations can
be traced to the shell gaps. At each shell all levels except the highest spin state have the same parity.
For E1 gamma rays there are no possible transitions within a shell and only higher seniority states that
may be mixed with the GDR are possible. Faster E1 transitions will occur between shells of opposite
parity at energies of 4-8 MeV. For M1 gamma rays many fast transitions are possible within the same
shell. This appears to indicated in the ENSDF data where a strong peak in BM1W strength is observed
below 1 MeV. Conversely the intruder state of opposite parity in each shell can deexcite to its L+1
partner in the neighboring shell, e.g h9/2 → h11/2 , with a very fast transition with E=4-8 MeV. In beta
decay we observe analogous fast, intershell spin-flip transitions with nearly superallowed strength that
completely dominate the slower statistical transitions and have largely invalidated the Gross Theory
of beta decay. Even as we move away from spherical symmetry the basic transition strengths implied
by the statistical model should be retained although distributed over more levels and thus broadened
in energy. It is apparent that nuclear structure cannot be ignored in statistical model calculations.
For E2 transitions it is apparent that collectivity plays an important role. We have determined that
statistical M1 transitions should be corrected to include substantial E2 admixtures. In nuclei that are
highly collective it may be important to treat the E2 contribution more carefully than is often done in
statistical model calculations.
It is important to observe that this research only begins to scratch the surface of what might be
learned from experimental data. We have yet to look into possible spin/parity and N/Z dependence.
For example it would be valuable to verify the relevance of the A2L/3 dependence for EL transitions
predicted in the single particle model. The transition probability database developed for this research
may be of interest to others and can be obtained by contacting the author.
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